FEATURING LEADING THE WAY TODAY RADIO SHOW CO-HOSTS

SCOTT MURRAY & ANGEL CARLTON

Creating Champions of Change
and a Culture of Civility through
Courage, Commitment, Character,
Compassion & Conversation
FOR SPEAKING APPEARANCES: CALL 469-904-5049 OR EMAIL
CHAMPIONS@LEADERSHIPAMERICA.NET
LEADERSHIPAMERICA.NET

Meet Scott Murray
Scott Murray spent three decades with NBC
television as a multi EMMY Award-winning
TV anchor and broadcast journalist. Although
Scott has retired from nightly television news,
he continues as host/producer of the EMMY
Award-winning television program,
Conversations with Scott Murray in
addition to hosting his weekly radio
program, The Scott Murray Show, Scott
also remains active as a sought-after keynote
speaker, emcee, leadership facilitator and
published author of two books, Whatever It
Takes and Bring Out the Best. Scott is
Chairman/CEO of Murray Media, an EMMY
Award-winning video/HD television
production and A/V event media company.
He has been honored with many awards
such as Man of the Year, Citizen, Volunteer
and Humanitarian of the Year, and his most
cherished award, Father of the Year.

Meet Angel Carlton
Angel Carlton, a certified leadership
facilitator/coach, has helped thousands of
leaders shift mindsets, extract potential and
create sustainable change. Angel designs
and delivers impactful leadership programs
that enable self-awareness, which is what
initiates transformation. Her mission is to
boldly develop innovative, agile and engaged
leaders and transform cultures into inclusive,
collaborative and transparent environments
so that influencers are well prepared for the
next generation. Angel is a sought-after
expert on the topic of personal growth and is
the author of two published books, Staying
Afloat During Tides of Change and
Dedicated to Destiny. She is the Founder
of Power Up People Inc., an organization
providing programs that help people navigate
change so that they transform into the next
greatest version of themselves.

Leadership America’s

CHAMPIONS Presentation
"Scott and Angel deliver a dynamic and relevant
program that addresses the world's greatest
challenge ...civility." ~Chamber of Commerce
Through the power of storytelling and contemporary leadership principles, this entertaining and
insightful program creates awareness for agile, respectful, and responsible leaders that is crucial in
today's rapidly changing world so that we collectively create a more civil culture within our
workplace, our community and in life. Our CHAMPIONS PROGRAM
creates the groundwork for any level of leadership to courageously
step into an influential position of power through compassion,
commitment, character and conversation. A professional delivery
from the folks who have experienced true champions and interviewed
some of the today’s greatest CEOs, Scott and Angel aim to develop
the structure of core values that are the foundation of legendary
influencers while introducing cutting-edge applications for sustainable
change. To schedule Scott and Angel for your next keynote,
conference, meeting or leadership training, email:
Champions@LeadershipAmerica.net or call: 469-904-5049.
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SHARING INSIGHTS FROM SOME OF OUR
WORLD’S GREATEST LEADERS
Leadership America’s

Leading the Way Today Podcast
A weekly radio show & podcast highlighting CEO
guests and influential leaders from recognized
organizations, co-hosted by EMMY Award-winning broadcast journalist,
Scott Murray, and Leadership Coach, Angel Carlton, featuring leaders
from the world of business, sports, entertainment, healthcare &
philanthropy. Capturing perspectives on leadership, culture, innovation
and strategy. Learn what the leaders of today are doing to prepare for the
future. Tune in at VokalNow.com, iTunes or Google Play. These are just
some of the CEOs interviewed on Leading the Way Today:

SHARING INSIGHTS FROM LEADING
CORPORATE CEOs

MILITARY, EDUCATIONAL
& NON-PROFIT CEOs

The Leadership America NETWORK
EMPOWERING LEADERS FOR LIFE
Corporate~Philanthropic~Community~Education~Athletics~Coach~Parent~Youth
We are a collaborative group of thought leaders and a distinct group of individuals, fearless in
our conviction to influence, transform and empower our existence for the betterment of all.
Our purpose is simple…to teach leadership philosophies, learn best practices and share
philanthropic passions.
We seek to create a new culture of leadership within our companies, communities and
constituencies.
We have a responsibility, as evolved and accomplished humans, to honor and cultivate the next
generation of leadership within our circles of influence.
A calling resides within each of us to teach, to learn and to grow. If you are driven to make a
difference, have a desire to exercise your potential, and yearn to take your leadership abilities to
the next level, then consider this your invitation to thrive with us today.

Join the Revolution at LeadershipAmerica.net

Email: Champions@LeadershipAmerica.net or call 469-904-5049
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